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Introduction:  Exploration of planetary caves, pits 

and lava tubes has been identified as one of the science 
goals by the Outer Planets Assessment Group (OPAG) 
under the theme Making Solar System [1]. Exploration 
of these environments has the potential to ascertain the 
range of conditions that can support life, and identify 
planetary processes that are responsible for generating 
and sustaining habitable worlds.  

High resolution orbital imagery from the Lunar Re-
connaissance Orbiter Camera (LROC) reveal evidence 
for subsurface voids and mare-pits on the lunar surface 
[2, 3]. Similar discoveries have been made with the 
HiRise camera onboard the Mars Reconnaissance Or-
biter (MRO) observing the Martian surface. However, 
exploration of these extreme and rugged environments 
remains out of reach from current planetary rovers and 
landers; but the 2015 NASA Technology Roadmaps pri-
oritizes the need for next-generation robotic and auton-
omous systems that can explore these extreme and rug-
ged environments [4]. The challenges are three-fold and 
stem from limitations in precision landing, inability to 
traverse rugged terrains, and operations culture where 
risks are minimized at all costs.  

One credible solution is to develop an architecture 
that permits taking high exploration risks that translates 
into high reward science but without compromising the 
rest of the mission. The wide adoption of CubeSats for 
Low Earth Orbit (LEO) missions has led to the rapid ad-
vancement in electronics, sensors, actuators, power sup-
plies and instruments. Furthermore, with the rise of in-
terplanetary CubeSats (INSPIRE, MarCo, LunaH-Map, 
Lunar Flashlight, Swirl, NEAScout, OMOTENASHI), 
radiation hardened version of these components are de-
veloping.  

Taking motivation from these advancements, we 
present an architecture of small, low-cost, modular 
spherical robot called SphereX that is designed for ex-
ploring planetary caves, pits, and lava tubes [5-7]. A 
large rover or lander may carry several of these SphereX 
robots that can be tactically deployed to explore and ac-
cess these rugged environments inaccessible by it. 

SphereX:  SphereX is a spherical robot of mass 1.5-
4 kg and a diameter of 180-300 mm. Mobility for 
SphereX is achieved through a combined action of a 
miniaturized propulsion system and a 3-axis reaction 
wheel system in the form of combined ballistic hopping 
and rolling. It also consists of space-grade electronics 
like computer board for command and data handling, 

power board for power management and radio trans-
ceiver for communication among multiple robots. 
Moreover, it consists of a power system for power gen-
eration/storage, multiple UHF/S-band antennas and ac-
commodates a payload in the rest of the volume. Possi-
ble instruments may include a pair of FPGA cameras for 
imaging, a 3D LiDAR scanner for mapping, navigation 
and localization, and an impedance spectroscopy instru-
ment to determine water content, distribution, and phase 
in regolith inside the caves, pits and lava tubes. Fig. 1 
shows a conceptual design of SphereX for exploring Lu-
nar pits. 

 
Fig. 1: Internal and external view of SphereX. 

Exploration Strategy:  A lander carrying multiple 
SphereX robots would land near a target planetary cave/ 
pit/lava tube and deploy the robots one by one. Each ro-
bot will then approach the target, enter the target and 
explore by using mapping and navigation algorithms. 
Fig. 2 shows a particular strategy to explore Lunar pits 
where each robot after being deployed by the lander ap-
proach the pit and then enter the pit by performing a soft 
landing maneuver using the onboard propulsion and re-
action wheel system. After entering the pit, each robot 
performs cooperative mapping and navigation using the 
onboard LiDAR and stereo camera sensors and then 
performs electrical impedance spectroscopy of the reg-
olith inside. The robots will also be able to collect a few 
grams of sample, hop back to the lander and perform 
more detailed analysis using a VAPoR instrument 
onboard the lander using pyrolysis and mass spectros-
copy.  
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Fig. 2: Strategy for exploring planetary caves/pits/lava tubes 
using a CubeSat based lander and multiple SphereX robots. 

Fig. 3 shows a conceptual 27U (54kg mass, 34cm x 
35cm x 36cm dimensions) lander that can carry three 
SphereX robots and land near a pit on the Lunar surface 
from the proposed Lunar gateway [8, 9]. 

 
Fig. 3: Conceptual design of a CubeSat lander carrying three 
SphereX for exploring Lunar pits. 

SphereX Operations: SphereX will be able to per-
form exploration through ballistic hopping and rolling 
mobility. Two modes of ballistic hopping mobility are 
identified for the robot: a) Energy efficient hard landing 
mode for exploring short distances, and b) Soft-landing 
mode for pit entrance and exploring long distances. 
Both these modes are achieved with the combined ac-
tion of the propulsion and reaction wheel systems, while 
rolling mobility is achieved through the reaction wheel 
system.  

For mapping and navigation the onboard 3D LiDAR 
is used to generate 3D point cloud maps which are reg-
istered and merged into one coordinate system using the 
point-to-plane iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm. 

 
Figure 4: (Top-Left) 3D model generated for simulations, 
(Top-Right) 3D point cloud generated by registering succes-
sive scans by simulating the motion of SphereX, (Bottom-
Left) True and estimated position of the robot, (Bottom-Right) 
True and estimated quaternions of the robot calculated using 
the ICP algorithm. 

Conclusion: Detailed conceptual studies on the de-
sign of SphereX and accompanying lander are ongoing 
using a multidisciplinary design optimization approach. 
Although our results show feasibility of this design, sig-
nificant challenges remain in the development of the 
propulsion system and integration of all the subsystems 
inside such a small volume. 
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